
The Song
of the

Mountain
Stream

Rooms for GuestsTrough the year, the mountain stream is

with us.

It travels through the forest, along the garden and our

home

Just before it joins the river of "la Plaine",

just before us, on the other side of the road.

It is wild, untamed and yet familiar,

it softly sings together with the birds,

it takes on the dark colours of the thunderstorm

or the transparent bright colours of the

rising sun

it growls and moans or softly whispers

it is serene and peaceful or tumultuous

but never troubles the stillness of silence.

When our moods darken and when life is burdened,

we do listen to the chants of the mountain stream;

let resonate its silvery tones, brightening your days.

When our moods have turned into joy we come to

listen to the song of life, flowing through the song of

the mountain stream.

31 rue Gambetta 88110 ALLARMONT
Courriel : josette@e2clesieur.com
Tel : 03 29 50 30 02
Site : http://www.e2clesieur.com/wordpress/

Prices
Modular prices per night:

1 Person 45€
2 Persons 50€
3 Persons 60 €

Price reduction
A reduction of 10 percent for a stay of three
nights and more is offered.

Eutonie, an opportunity
Eutonie is the right tensionstrength of the
human body; it is living in a different way, in
harmony and balance with one's body, in
your daily life.

Psychological sessions
These are sessions with a psychological
accompaniment and guidance  for the
development

Costs: € 40, for an hour's session, or a fixed
price of € 200 for three days, being an
equivalent of 6 hours.
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WELCOME at “The Song of the Mountain
Stream”

You may appreciate:
* the placement between two mountain
ranges of the Vosges, in the heart of the
Valley “de la Plaine”, between the mountain
stream and the forests.

* the peaceful serenity of this house, the living
room with its library, especially during the
wintertime; the summer terrace at the border
of the mountain stream.

* the modern comfort of the two rooms and
the combined “studio” at the ground floor.

* the originality of the garden, cultivated along
the principles of the “permaculture”, in
harmony with the adjacent forest.

* the hall “Opening up one’s inner space”  an
open space for deep relaxation, for silence
and for meditation.

For your comfort:

This accommodation is limited to the use by
three persons, so you do not need to divide
the common spaces (except with the owners).
The rented “studio” at the ground floor is
completely for your private use, which
includes the rooms.

DESCRIPTION

 At the ground floor:
Here, you find the accommodation of the “studio”
with a separate WC, a room for one person, an
Italian type of shower, one large dining table and a
tea corner offering tea, coffee, herbal tea, a bread
toaster and a cooker or hotplate.

 At the next floor:
Here a bureau is placed in a spacious living room 
with an open view upon the garden and a nearby
mountain slope  situated next to another room for
two persons and a WC.

 Breakfast:
The breakfast will be served in the “salon” between
8 and 10 hours am. It will be based upon biological
and local farmer’s products and it can be adapted to
your eventual dietary needs or preferences.

The overall quality of this place offers you a
complete privacy and freedom, as a possible and
available option for a short or quick stay, in case you
are “en route” to your final holiday destination. It
offers you a time to return to nature in a purely
natural environment for a renewed contact with your
own true selves or inner nature.

ENVIRONMENT

The house is situated at the border of the forest.
In front of the house you may find the river of “de
la Plaine” and tracks for cycling in the “Voie Verte”
area.
A few steps ahead, you may find numerous roads
and pathways for walks through the valley and
along the wooded slopes, at levels of different
altitudes and difficulty.

At a distance of 15 minutes by car, you may
arrive at “le Lac de la Maix” (provided with ski
tracks), “le lac de la Plaine” (a place for
recreation), the lakes of “Pierre Percée” (for canoe
and kayak) and the mountaintop of the “Donon”
(which you may climb in a walk of half an hour).

In the village (of Allarmont) you will find closely
nearby two shops and a post office.
At a distance of 20 minutes driving by car you
enter the most important town in this area, where
you can find everything, which you may eventually
need, which includes a market on Saturday
morning, a small railway station and a super
market.

Two of the closest towns are Schirmeck (half an
hour) and SaintDié des Vosges (45 minutes).

Available activities:
These are to “immerse” oneself in nature, by – hikes –

cycling – fishing – horse riding – ropes courses –

canoe/kayak – ski courses and snowshoes (located at

the col of the Donon mountain).




